Abstract: In this paper we use image inpainting technique in a color image. Inpainting is a technique in which, a missing area or pixels are replaced by adequate neighbouring pixels so that the resultant image obtained will look as no defect is there. In this paper we have removed an object from the color image and the vacant pixels are filled with the help of the surrounding neighbouring pixels. Two techniques are used here for removing and inpainting an object from the still color image, lattice boltzmann and exemplar method. These techniques were selected as Exemplar method of inpainting was used in many algorithms and have given a good result and lattice Boltzmann was usually used in experiments conducted in fluid dynamics. As motion of pixels can be compared to motion of fluids, lattice boltzmann method gives a better match for filling in the regions. Different variables for the inpainted image was calculated for both the methods. The signal to noise ratio and self-similarity index of the image is calculated for both inpainting techniques. According to the signal to noise ratio and the time taken for inpainting, it is found that lattice Boltzmann method of inpainting gives a better inpainted result.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Image inpainting is the technique in which, structural and textural corrections are made in a damaged image so that a better image is obtained [2]. Inpainting was used by art restorers initially. The manually done image restoration consume lot of human energy as well as time, therefore digital image inpainting techniques were introduced. With time of life, snapshots often get spoiled or scratched because of humidity or other reasons. These deterioration can be reverted using inpainting. Now a days digital inpainting is widely used in various applications like remote sensing, for plucking of fruits or vegetables by robots, stereoscopic vision, etc...

Inpainting can also be used in removing a particular object from the snapshot or for special effects. Removal of superimposed text like dates, subtitles, or publicity are the other adagial applications. Improved accuracy, high efficiency and quality, reduced time delay all made digital inpainting techniques an important one in today’s fast world.

There are various inpainting algorithms under investigation. The inpainting techniques can be broadly classified as PDE based, Exemplar based, Hybrid based and Global based. Of which exemplar method is a renowned one [7]. In this paper we compare a lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) to an exemplar method. The LBM method used here choses a 8-neighbourhood pixel value to fill-in the missing region if the image [10, 11]. And the image chosen is a painting here which is a complicated one. It is difficult task to inpaint a painting image. The exemplar method chosen works by diffusion of pixel values from known region to unknown region. The inpainting process will continue till all the missing pixels are replaced with the help of the surrounding area pixels.

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Simultaneous structure and texture image inpainting was introduced in [1], the image feature was divided into two function. After applying inpainting to fill the structure as per the boundaries and capturing the noises, the regions were inpainted and finally added up. Bezier curves [3] introduced exemplar based inpainting inorder to reconstruct the missing information about the edge. Structure reconstruction was done in this and damaged areas were reconstructed using exemplar method. A fast texture matching algorithm based on multi-resolution and partition [4]. Here the image was made into blocks and sum of absolute difference was found out for each block and minimum value is eliminated. A variational model where it combined three basic techniques like PDE, neighboring pixel best match and copy paste [5]. The disadvantage of this method is that if the image does not have enough pixel to copy from, then the results obtained are poor after inpainting. A nonlocal Curvature -Driven Diffusion (CDD) model for image inpainting. In order to identify the lost pixel, pixels of similar structure rather than neighboring pixels are identified and filled to form inpainted image [6]. The drawback with this method is that it is effective only in images with same texture.
If this is implemented in an image with various textures, then the output is not clear. [7] gives the experimental analysis about successive elimination algorithm. The aesthetic method of photo retouching still image is given in [9]. The LBM methods used for smoothing and denoising are explained in [10, 11]. As the computation is parallel in nature in LBM, the speed of processing is very high when compared to other methods explained in those papers. From these papers we can understand that LBM can be applied effectively in medical imaging for smoothing as well as denoising.

### III. LATTICE BOLTZMANN METHOD

Lattice Boltzmann methods (LBMs) are used basically to simulate fluid flows. LBM originated from Lattice Gas Automata. They are now used in image processing techniques as they are good enough to solve complex boundaries. LBM has the capacity to remove any statistical noise in the image also. The particles live on the nodes of a discrete lattice, in lattice gases. In image processing the particles of gases can be related as pixels. The pixels move from one lattice node to next. On the way of propagation the pixels may collide with neighbouring pixels to attain a different value.

The general equation of LBM is $D^n Q_m$ Scheme. Here $D^n$ stands for “n dimensions” while $Q_m$ stands for “m neighbouring pixels. A two dimensional image with 8 neighbouring pixels are considered for this experiment. As 8-neighbourhood of the image is taken a better inpainted image was received through our experiment. The values in $U$ are the neighbouring pixel values and $g_1$ to $g_8$ are the LBM parameters. $f_j$ is the LBM parameter. The algorithmics steps involved for finding LBM values are as follows:

1. Read the input image.
2. Find the size of input image.
3. Initialize the parameters $U_x$, $U_y$, $U_{xx}$, $U_{yy}$, $U_{xy}$, Unm, $K$.
4. Find $U_x$ by taking the difference between the neighbouring rows.
5. Find $U_y$ by taking the difference between the neighbouring columns.
6. Find Unm from $U_x$ and $U_y$
7. Estimate value of $U_{xx}$ and $U_{yy}$.
8. Find K from the estimated parameters;
9. Estimate LB parameters for $g_1$,$g_2$,$g_3$,$g_4$,$g_5$,$g_6$,$g_7$,$g_8$.

$$f_j = \begin{cases} 0, & j = 0 \\ (1,0), & j = 1,2,3,4 \\ (0,1), & j = 5,6,7,8 \\ (-1,0), & j = 1,2,3,4 \\ (0,-1), & j = 5,6,7,8 \\ (-1,-1), & j = 1,2,3,4 \\ (1,-1), & j = 5,6,7,8 \\ (-1,1), & j = 1,2,3,4 \\ (1,1), & j = 5,6,7,8 \\ \end{cases}$$

The Mask required for the Image inpainting can be prepared in many ways. The method we used is using paint. In paint, we can use eraser or any other tool to select the region to be inpainted. So the other part of that image will remains the same. Save that image and give that image as input to the coding algorithm in Matlab for the preparation of the mask. It consists of 0-255 grey level values so it provides value ‘1’ for white portion and ‘0’ for the rest. Thus the remaining portion changes to black. Thus we are getting the required mask. The algorithm to prepare the mask in is as follows:

1. Read the input image.
2. Calculate the size of the image.
3. Select the area to be masked.
4. Find the area with grey value 1.
5. Formulate a for loop, until the selected area is replaced by grey value 255.
6. Image with mask is obtained.

![Fig. 1 Block diagram for Lattice Boltzmann method](image-url)

### IV. EXEMPLAR METHOD

Exemplar-based inpainting can work in complex structures. It can also fill-in large gaps in images also. The pixel diffuse from the neighboring areas to the area to be inpainted. [3, 7, 8] explain about exemplar based method using non-local means approach. The non-local approach gives a better inpainted output, as it take into account the details of the whole image. Following are the experimental steps for exemplar inpainting:

1. Input is given, which is the marked target region.
2. Confidence values are initialized.
3. Boundary of the target region is found out.
4. Patch priorities are found.
5. Patch with maximum priority is chosen and best exemplar is identified.
6. Update the missing region with exemplar and confidence value is updated.
7. Continue steps 2 to 6 until all the target region is filled.
8. Output obtained will be inpainted image.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experiment is carried out in Matlab 2016a in a personal computer with intel core i5 7th Gen. The image selected for inpainting is a picture which is has various structures and textures in it. Fig. 2(a-c) shows the original image, the mask created to remove the object and finally the inpainted image using lattice Boltzmann method. The object removed is the butterfly. Fig. 3(a-c) shows the images corresponding to exemplar method. The original image and the mask prepared are same for both the methods. Table 1 gives the different parameters of the image when experimented under lattice Boltzmann method and exemplar method. Various parameters like time taken for execution of the methods, the signal to noise ratio, the self-similarity index of the images with the original input image were calculated.

Fig. 2 Object Removal by LB Method (a) the input image. (b) the mask prepared to remove the object (c) the inpainted image after removal of object.

Fig.3. Object Removal by Exemplar Method (a) the original image (b) the mask prepared to remove the butterfly, which is the object and (c) the image after inpainting using exemplar method.

VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE

Object removal and image inpainting is done using exemplar algorithm and lattice Boltzmann algorithm by using matlab and made a comparative study by verifying the parameters like execution Time, SNR, Size of object removed. The size of removed object by Exemplar algorithm can be more than in lattice Boltzmann algorithm. But as the size increases the executing time also increases. In our work we can use a size of image up to (~1024x1024 pixels).

In general we concluded that, the LBM technique is more efficient in getting fast and good quality results than the Exemplar method. Because, the execution time for Exemplar method is more than LBM. LBM gives a better PSNR and SSIM also.

As a future scope these algorithms can be implemented in three dimensional images and for video inpainting and fuzzy logic can also be incorporated.
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